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1 Bias study

This text describes studies performed to identify sources of bias in the
yield fits to the toys generated with the B0

s+ B0
d+ Combinatorial + SSSV

background conditional mass model with parameters dependent on BDT and
ηmax .

1.1 Generating model

The default model used for the toy generation has following form:
Signal:

B(s) = f1(BDT, ηmax)f2(BDT, ηmax)·g1 (mµµ|µ1,2 (BDT, ηmax) , σ1 (BDT, ηmax))

+f1(BDT, ηmax)(1−f2(BDT, ηmax))·g2 (mµµ|µ1,2 (BDT, ηmax) , σ2 (BDT, ηmax))

+ (1− f1(BDT, ηmax)) · g3 (mµµ|µ3 (BDT, ηmax) , σ3 (BDT, ηmax)) (1)

Combinatorial background:

COMB = Cheb (mµµ|α(BDT, ηmax)) (2)

SSSV background:
SSSV = Exp (mµµ|β(ηmax)) (3)

All dependences on BDT and ηmax are linear. Note that exponential constant
in the SSSV background is only dependent on ηmax , not on BDT.
The mass shapes are conditioned with PDFs of BDT and ηmax obtained by
interpolation of BDT and ηmax histograms from the corresponding weighted
MC samples.

1.2 Fitting model

The 15/16 yield fit model was used in these studies, without the peaking
bkg component and the relative BDT bin fraction constraints. A simulta-
neous model in 4 BDT bins is used, with signal yield constrained to be 1/3
of the total in the top 3 bins. Only the Chebychev slope is dependent on
average BDT in each bin, no ηmax dependence is yet assumed.The total signal
yield in the top 3 bins is then
Signal:

Bs = 0.88·g1(mµµ|µ1 = 5357.7, σ1 = 83.0)+0.12·g2(mµµ|µ2 = 5257.0, σ2 = 193.8)
(4)

Bd = 0.83·g1(mµµ|µ1 = 5270.6, σ1 = 79.2)+0.17·g2(mµµ|µ2 = 5197.0, σ2 = 172.9)
(5)



1.3 Generated statistics

Combinatorial:

COMB = Cheb(mµµ|α = a+ b · 〈BDT 〉i) (6)

SSSV:
SSSV = Exp(mµµ|β) (7)

with parameters a, b, β and yields for each component determined in the fit.

1.3 Generated statistics

Two versions of samples were generated. One with 15/16 statistics, one
with proxy to the full run 2 stats. Background expected yields were deter-
mined from the 15/16 data SB fits for the 15/16 stats, for the FR2 stats
from the 2020 derivation of 15/16 blinded data (accounting for the 2020
BDT) scaled by increase in available luminosity for the full run 2. Signal
yields correspond to the SM expectations:

Table 1: Generated yields

component/stats 15/16 stats FR2 stats
Bs 91 * (4/3) 400 * (4/3)
Bd 10 * (4/3) 44 * (4/3)

Combinatorial 10188.3 19808.4
SSSV 718.2 2550.4

In the signal yields, the factor (4/3) accounts for the bin 0, which is not
used for signal extraction, however is expected to have same signal efficiency.
The numbers in Table 1 were Poisson-fluctuated before generation.

1.4 Bias source investigation

1.4.1 Baseline case

As a starting point, 15/16-stats toys generated from the model containing
all shape parameter dependences on BDT/ηmax and fitted with the 15/16 fit
model containing only the BDT dependence of Chebychev slope:
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1.4 Bias source investigation

Most notably, bias on the Bs pulls is about 9% of std. deviation. This
does not scale well with FR2 statistic:

where the biases increase significantly. Potential sources of bias are the
differences in shape parameters of the generating vs. the fitting model. In
the following, certain evolutions were fixed in generation to isolate the most
important bias sources.

1.4.2 Same evolution in generation as in fitting

To have a good starting point, the generating model was re-built allowing
only for the BDT-evolution of the Chebychev slope in BDT.
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1.4 Bias source investigation

The biases are reasonable in both cases.

1.4.3 Keeping the ηmax evolution, freezing BDT evolution for sig-
nal

In this case the generating model was re-fitted with constant signal shape
dependence in BDT, to isolate the ηmax evolution contribution of all the com-
ponents.
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1.4 Bias source investigation

It seems here that the ηmax evolution in the generating model is not the
culprit here.

1.4.4 Evolution in ηmax frozen in all components, signal and Cheby-
chev evolved in BDT

This was done to isolate the differences in BDT dependence of the gen-
erating vs. fitting models: namely the signal evolution in BDT.

There is a significant bias especially in the Bd component.

1.4.5 Signal evolution frozen in both BDT and ηmax , backround
evolved in ηmax , chebychev also in BDT

This is to isolate the background-only eta evolution (with e.g. chebychev
slope linear in eta it might happen that the projection on the BDT axis is
not a 1st order polynomial anymore).
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1.4 Bias source investigation
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